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Dear Guests,

Whereas our world is experiencing its most magnificent era 
in technologic, scientific, cultural and sportive terms since 
the very first man, it is also experiencing an era that needs 
peace probably more than ever. In such a period, we un-
doubtedly need the manner of sport that glorifies human 
spirit and ensures cohesion among countries for peace. 

Exactly in this period, we are really pleased to entertain our esteemed 
guests in an international organization to contribute to cohesion 
of all nations of the world and the world peace
Dear Fencing Lovers,

You should note that every individual visiting our country 
for the World Fencing Championships is our honor 
guests. Our prior task is to entertain them in the best way
possible and to leave the image of “Turkey, the Country 
of Tolerance and Peace” in every participant’s mind. 

As Turkey has successfully undertaken the role of the am-
bassador of peace in its territory and all across the 
world, Turkish Fencing Federation has also undertaken 
any responsibility for any duty to contribute in this peace.

I  h ope  y o u ,  o u r  e s t e emed  g u e s t s ,  w i l l  e n j o y
Antalya, Turkey and a gentlemanlike fencing contest…

I, hereby, would like to say “welcome to our country” 
to all the participants of the World Senior Fencing 
Championship” and wish you success in the contests. 

Müminhan Bilgin
President of Turkish Fencing Federation
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ANTALYA

The city of Antalya, situated on coastal cliffs and surrounded by the Taurus mountain range, is nowadays the Turkish 
tourism capital, named “Turkish Riviera”. Its population of about 800’000 people has considerably increased in the 
past 35 years, when development and investment began to transform the city into a major international resort.

Attalos II, King of Pergamon, founded the city around 150 BC, naming it Attalia and using it as naval base for his 
powerful fleet. However, uncovered remains dating to the 3rd century BC after excavations that were held in 2008 in 
a central city district, suggest that Antalya could have been founded earlier than supposed.

King Attalos willed his kingdom to the Roman Empire after his death in 133 BC and since then, the city was also oc-
cupied by the Byzantine Empire and by the Seljuk Turks until it was conquered by the Ottomans in the XV century 
and renamed Adalia. Italians also briefly occupied the city by the end of the First World War until the founding of the 
Turkish Republic in 1923.

The restored historical area of Kaleiçi is the nerve center of Antalya with its hotels, bars, clubs, restaurants and 
shopping points. The sites of interest include ancient monuments like the City Walls, Hidirlik Tower, the marble gate 
of Hadrian, the Clock Tower, the Kesik Minaret or the Yivli Minaret, which became the city symbol. Its most famous 
beach is Konyaalti but Lara and Karpuzkaldiran are also well known.

Antalya is also very close to ancient archeological sites like Aspendos, 45 km east from the city and famous for its 
ancient Roman Theatre, the ancient cities of Perge, 17 km east, Termessos, 34 km north-west or Side, surrounding 
burg. All these sites are surprisingly well conserved.  

Hadrian’s Gate
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TISSOT, Official Timekeeper

New competition program

This year for the first time, the competitions will be separated into three parts 
of three days each.

• 30 September – 2 October: preliminary round, 2 events per day

• 3 to 5 October: direct elimination table of 64 and finals, 2 events per day

• 6 to 8 October: direct elimination table and finals, 2 events per day

The main reason for not having one final per day only comes from a TV request. 
This change will allow having six days of finals per day. This newness will cer-

tainly increase TV audience and also the interest of spectators.
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GRUMIER Gauthier
France
29.05.1984
2003 European Champion

SCHMID Sven
Germany
21.01.1978

ROTA Alfredo
Italy
21.07.1975

BOCZKÓ Gábor
Hungary
01.04.1977

TAGLIARIOL Matteo
Italy
07.01.1983
2008 Olympic champion

FIEDLER Jörg
Germany
21.02.1978

KELSEY Weston
U.S.A.
24.08.1981

ABAJO José-Luis
Spain
22.06.1978

EIGHT BEST RANKED ATHLETES BY WEAPON & INDIVIDUAL PALMARES

Men’s Epée
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BRANZA Ana
Romania
26.11.1984

FLESSEL-COLOVIC Laura
France
06.11.1971
1996 Olympic champion
1998, 1999 World champion
2007 European champion

HEIDEMANN Britta
Germany
22.12.1982
2007 World Champion
2008 Olympic Champion
2009 European Champion

DUPLITZER Imke
Germany
28.07.1975

SIVKOVA Anna
Russia
12.04.1982

SHUTOVA Lubov
Russia
25.06.1983

SZÁSZ Emese
Hungary
07.09.1982

MOELLHAUSEN Nathalie
Italy
01.12.1985

Women’s Epée
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OTA Yuki
Japan
25.11.1985
2007, 2008 Asian Champion

JOPPICH Peter
Germany
21.12.1982
2003, 2006, 2007 World 
champion

KRUSE Richard
Great Britain
30.07.1983

CASSARA Andrea
Italy
03.01.1984
2002, 2008 European champion

LE PECHOUX Erwan
France
13.01.1982
2003 European champion

BALDINI Andrea
Italy
19.12.1985
2005, 2007, 2009
European champion

GLONEK Radosław
Poland
24.09.1983

KLEIBRINK Benjamin
Germany
30.07.1985
2008 Olympic champion

Men’s Fleuret
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VEZZALI Valentina
Italy
14.02.1974
-2000, 2004, 2008 Olympic champion
-1999, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007 
World champion
-1998, 1999, 2001, 2009
 European champion

NAM Hyun Hee
Korea
29.09.1981

ERRIGO Arianna
Italy
06.06.1988

GRUCHALA Sylwia
Poland
06.11.1981

WAECHTER Katja
Germany
28.01.1982

GRANBASSI Margherita
Italy
01.09.1979
2006 World champion

VARGA Gabriella
Hungary
07.04.1982

GOLUBYTSKYI  Carolin
Germany
19.12.1985

Women’s Fleuret
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LIMBACH Nicolas
Germany
29.12.1985

LOPEZ Nicolas
France
14.11.1980

MONTANO Aldo
Italy
18.11.1978
2004 Olympic champion
2005 European champion

DUMITRESCU Rareş
Romania
24.10.1983

TARANTINO Luigi
Italy
10.11.1972
1998 World champion

PILLET Julien
France
28.09.1977

PASTORE Gianpiero
Italy
07.05.1976

DECSI Tamás
Hungary
15.10.1982

Men’s Sabre
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ZAGUNIS Mariel
U.S.A.
03.03.1985
2004, 2008 Olympic champion

KHARLAN Olga
Ukraine
04.09.1990
2009 European champion

VELIKAIA Sophia
Russia
08.06.1985

TAN Xue
China
30.01.1984
2002 World champion
2008 Asian champion

BIANCO Ilaria
Italy
29.05.1980
2003 European champion

DIATCHENKO Ekaterina
Russia
31.08.1987

PERRUS Léonore
France
22.04.1984

BESBES Azza
Tunisia
28.11.1990
2008, 2009 African champion

Women’s Sabre
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Men’s Epée

Women’s Epée

WORLD RANKINGS BY 17 AUGUST
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Men’s Fleuret

Women’s Fleuret
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Men’s Sabre

Women’s Sabre
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The three weapons

Epée
The épée is a thrusting weapon only. Attacks with this weapon are therefore made with the point only. At épée, the 
target includes the whole of the fencer’s body including his clothing and equipment. Thus any hit which arrives is 
counted, whatever part of the body (trunk, limbs or head), clothing or equipments is touched.

Foil
As épée, foil is a thrusting weapon only. Offensive actions with this weapon are made therefore with the point only.
At foil, only hits which arrive on the target are counted as valid, but the non-valid hit (white light) stops the bout 
between the two foil fencers.
The target excludes the limbs and the head. It is confined to the trunk, the upper limit being the collar up to 6 cm 
above the prominences of the collar bones.

Sabre
The sabre is a weapon for thrusting and cutting with both the cutting edge and the back of the blade. All hits made 
with the cutting edge, the flat or the back of the blade are counted as good (cuts and back-cuts). Only hits which 
arrive on the target area are counted as valid. A hit which arrives on a non-valid part of the target is not counted 
as a hit; an off-target hit does not cause any signaling of the machine and does not affect the existing byplay of the 
fencing phrase in any way. The target comprises any part of the body above a horizontal line drawn between the top 
of the folds formed by the thighs and by the trunk of the fencer when in the on-guard position
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The venue – Anfaş Expo Center

A.E.C. (Antalya Expo Center) has been put into service by Anfas (Antalya Fair Management and Investment Inc.) in 
April 1999. Occupying an area of 65.000 m2, AEC has a total of 40.000 m2 of covered exhibition area on two floors. 
These two floors are interconnected by two way escalators as well as stairs on all four corners. With the astylar ar-
chitectural design of its main halls, A.E.C. is highly convenient for accommodating up to 10.000 people for various 
events such as sports activities, concerts, theater shows and accommodating up to 4.000 people for conference 
organizations. With 6 main halls, 18 different panel, board and study rooms of various sizes accommodating up to 
800 people, a parking lot with a capacity of 800 cars, our center continues to provide service as a modern complex.

A.E.C. a modern exhibition and conference center fully meeting international standards, has been established in April 
1994 with the collaboration of public and private sectors in order to support domestic and foreign trade in Anatolia. 
Antalya Special Provincial Administration, Antalya Metropolitan Municipality, Antalya Chamber of Commerce and In-
dustry, ANSIAD and prominent businessmen of the region are among the co-founders of the center.
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2006 & 2007 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS’ RESULTS
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@
MEDIA CONTACT INFORMATION

FIE

Marcos Lorenzo
Head Press
Mob: +41 76 245 10 11
E-mail: marcos.lorenzo@fie.ch

Jochen Färber
Head of TV
Mob: +44 7515 186 999
E-mail: jochen.faerber@fie.ch

Serge Timacheff
Photographer
Mob: +1 206 406 34 05
E-mail: serge@fencingphotos.com

Turkish Fencing Federation

Ilhan Cayir
Event & Communication Manager
Mob: +90 532 338 49 96
E-mail: ilhan@wfc-antalya2009.com
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